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Wilderness First Aid -- A Refresher
By David Ruscitto
Dave is a former EMT and volunteer firefighter, a current Wilderness First
Responder, and a member of the Douglas County Search & Rescue Team

One of the great advantages of hiking with the CMC is the
focus on individual and group safety. Whether it’s the wide
variety of schools offered or the training of our Trip Leaders and School Instructors, the CMC is
at the forefront of safe backcountry travel and training.
One area where the Denver Group is investing a great deal of time and energy is Wilderness
First Aid (WFA). All Trip Leaders are required to complete the WFA course and CPR/ AED
certification is required for trip leaders in Colorado state parks. Whether you are a Trip Leader

or not, your WFA and CPR/AED certifications are valid for two years and you must recertify each
one within two years to maintain your certifications. The Denver Group currently provides twoday WFA and one-day WFA Recertification (WFAR) courses twice a year. The next WFA class is
October 21 and 28. The next WFAR class is November 4. The 2 -½ hour CPR/AED evening class
includes CPR in wilderness environments and is offered every four to eight weeks. The next
CPR/AED class is on June 4 and will be offered again on August 13.
Denver Group Trip Leaders and Senior School Instructors may apply for Support Aid for Leader
Training (SALT )scholarships. The application is posted at https://goo.gl/DhBZfM. The State
CMC also offers WFA about once a month and the SALT program is now available for these
classes too. State does not offer WFAR at this time.
As the peak outdoor activity season approaches, now is a good time to remind ourselves of
some of the most important backcountry first aid skills and how they integrate with CMC
Denver’s Incident Management System (IMS), which is detailed in the cards provided to
leaders. Here are a few things to keep in mind.
•

Always carry a first aid kit. Carry those items you are likely to need and only ones you
know how to use. Check it frequently throughout the year in case items expire or
become damaged and replenish it anytime you use it. Be sure to make seasonal
adjustments. (e.g. heat packs, insect repellent)

•

Stop and take a deep breath: This is where CMC’s Incident Management System kicks
in. The Incident Commander (IC) and Medical Leader (ML) should be designated at the
trailhead. The Medical Leader takes charge with the patient and the IC gathers all the
remaining members aside to organize the rest of the activities. Both are critical roles.
Remember: “Slow is smooth and smooth is fast”.
Two of the biggest ML errors are:
1) Immediately treating what is most visible. (You may miss the more serious condition
without a comprehensive assessment).
2) Allowing others to crowd around with everyone excitedly asking the patient
questions. (The patient may be confused, embarrassed, and/or frightened. Maintain
their privacy and dignity, comfort and reassure them.)

•

Scene Size-Up: (IC and ML) Try and figure out what happened. Make sure the scene is
safe for you, the patient, and bystanders (e.g. risk of rock fall or avalanche). Put on
gloves (You should always carry these). How many victims are there? (This is a key
decision point for determining if adequate resources are available.) What is your general
impression of the person? (e.g. conscious or unconscious, severe deformity or bleeding,
etc.)

•

Primary Assessment: (ML) “You can’t treat what you don’t know.” Check for life
threats by verifying the ABCs (airway, breathing, circulation). These are “stop-and-fix”
items. If the patient is pulse less and not breathing, perform CPR. Stop life-threatening
bleeding with a tourniquet, wound packing, or direct pressure. Nothing else matters
until life threats are mitigated. If you suspect a spinal injury, make sure someone
stabilizes the cervical spine.

•

Secondary Assessment. (ML) The secondary assessment consists of three things: the
head-to-toe assessment, vital signs, and the SAMPLE history. For trauma, perform the
head-to-toe first. For illness, take the history first.
o The head-to-toe assessment. Looking for signs (things you can see, smell, hear,
and feel) and symptoms (things the patient can tell you like, “it hurts when you
touch my arm”). Be sensitive to DOTS, (Deformities, Open wounds, Tenderness,
and Swelling). And don’t forget to check the back (roll the patient if needed).
o Vital Signs: Typically include pulse, respirations, pupils, skin (color, temperature,
moisture), extremities CSM (Circulation, Sensation, Movement), and level of
responsiveness (e.g. alert and oriented?). Vital sign trends are as important as
the absolute values.
o SAMPLE History (Symptoms, Allergies, Medications, Past medical history, Last ins
and outs, Events prior to incident).

•

Recordkeeping: (ML) Make sure you keep detailed notes. They are needed for the Gofor-Help Team and when you turn over the patient to higher medical. Assign a scribe if
you have enough people. Write on your gloves with a sharpie (include one in your kit) if
the situation is critical and resources are slim.

•

Make a plan: (IC) Based on the assessment, the environment, and the status of the
group, determine the treatments required, the urgency of care, and method of
evacuation (e.g. wait for SAR, carry-out or walk-out).
Inventory the collective resources of the team (skills and gear). Don’t forget about the
other trip members. Some may be affected by the nature of the incident and/or the
prospect of staying overnight or participating in treatment or evacuation. Keep
everyone busy!

•

Implement your plan. (IC and ML) Treat injuries and illnesses while preparing for
evacuation. Reassess and record vital signs to determine whether the patient is stable
or if something is changing. Use the IMC guides for each assignment.
If rescue is required, send out the Get Help Team with the required information and put
the Spend-the-Night Team to work providing shelter, warmth, food, and water as the

environment dictates. Continually reassess the mental and physical condition of each
person in the group.
This has been a quick refresher on the overall response to a backcountry accident or illness.
In future articles we will look at specific treatment and evacuation techniques.
For upcoming WFA courses, see either of these sites:
https://hikingdenver.net/schools-2/wilderness-first-aid
https://www.cmc.org/Classes/CMCClassesandSchools/WildernessFirstAid.aspx

Welcome New Leaders!

Congratulations to the following new leaders:
Logan Chandler, Jim Guerra, Lindsay Huffman, Joe Kelly, David Lehr, Lynn
Lochrie, Mike O’Connor, Richard Romig, and Ed Schaefer. If you get a chance,
sign up for one of their trips!

Your Member Initiative Committee Thanks You!

Thanks to your quick
response, almost all the Ascending Hikes trip leader positions have been filled. Kudos to trip
leader Jeff Stevens and committee member Craig Beaker for spearheading this program.

Personal Information Cards Packs Available.

As part of your TH talk, please
remind members and guests to keep current personal information cards in their packs in case
of an incident. Leaders can obtain a packet of 25 cards at the CMC office.

Do You Know Your ABC’s?
By Martha Mustard
Martha is a former member of the Denver DS&L Committee and
former Director of the Trip Leader School. She now is a RMOTHG
Trip Coordinator.

Lately I’ve been seeing lots of posted trips -both hiking and snowshoe – that don’t fit CMC
criteria for distance OR elevation gain. Back in
the old days, we used to have schedulers that
reviewed all trips before they were approved, so
this was seldom an issue.
Now that all leaders can self-approve trips the designations seem to be a lot more subjective.
For example, if a trip is six miles with 1,000’ elevation gain, it should be designated as an A hike.
But I have seen trips such as this advertised as B trips. I assume that leaders are doing this to

discourage slower hikers from signing up for a trip that may be too hard or fast for them. My
concern is that it teaches those hikers who signed up for that trip that they can do a B trip with
no problem whereas that might not be the case. If there are extenuating circumstances that
make the trip harder than a normal one of that category (fast pace, a sharp off-trail incline, etc.)
trip leaders should explain that in the description but rate the trip properly per the Denver
Group system.
A related concern is that other leaders may duplicate inaccurate trip listings. If you are
duplicating a trip, please check to make sure that the listing accurately describes the trip you
plan. And if you find out after the trip that your anticipated distance or ascent is wrong, please
correct the trip description so others don’t make the same mistake!
Editor’s note: current trip classifications can be reached from the CMC Calendar side bar and
found at https://www.cmc.org/Calendar/TripClassifications.aspx

Important Reminder About Labeling
Your Trips For The CMC Calendar:
Help Members Find What They are
Looking For and Fill Your Trips
As you may know, only the FIRST line of your
trip title shows on the CMC calendar and only
the FIRST line is searchable by key word. And only the first day of a multi-day trip is listed. For
example, if you activate a backpacking trip on the calendar and don’t include “Backpack” in the
first line, no one will know it’s a backpack or be able to find it by searching for the key word
“backpack.” Same with a technical trip, scramble, school field day, wildflower hike, navigation
practice, or anything else. So consider doing that if you are trying to fill a trip.

Consider Leading a Special Purpose
Hike or Series
Are you a trip leader with a special passion for
navigation, geology, local history, trees, or certain
eco-zones, etc.? Or for practicing a skill you want to
improve upon? Chances are there are other CMC
members who would love to learn from you or with you. You don’t have to be an expert, just
post a trip focusing on your interest, then bring along a reference or identification guide on trip

day. There are several classic CMC Guides to draw upon: Rocks Above the Clouds (Geology)
and Best Front Range Wildflower Hikes are just two. Rocky Mountain Flora might suggest a
place to hike to you have not visited before.
Examples: You want to improve your Nav skills so advertise a “Navigation Practice” trip where
everyone works together on terrain recognition using map and compass or an off-trail GPS
track. If bristlecone pines are your thing, make your trip goal a Front Range forest and spend
time as a group identifying tree parts and estimating how old the trees might be.
Are you are bored with your “usual places?” Launch a season-long series, making your way
through one of CMC’s area-specific trail books, such as the Front Range Sections of Colorado
Lake Hikes or Hiking Colorado’s Roadless Trails. How about speed-walking Best Urban Hikes:
Denver?
Spice up your trip repertory! All you need to do to declare the trip purpose is include that
purpose as the first words of the first line of your trip description. It’s a trip with a special addon that might introduce members who haven’t met before. Meeting new people who share
the same interests is the number one reason members give for joining the CMC.

Day Hiker School Director(s) Position Available!
Denver Group Council is starting up a new Day Hiker School to
serve the many members who are unable to devote the six-week
block of time necessary to attend the flagship Group Wilderness
Trekking School (WTS). The Day Hiker program will provide skills
and experience based upon WTS and BMS, but in a modular, oneweek or weekend at-a-time format.
Are you interested in becoming a School Director? We have the program plan and a
curriculum, but no Director…yet. It may be possible to assign different topic weekends to
different Directors. Prior WTS Instructor experience is highly desirable.
Please contact Robbie Monsma at remonsma@gmail.com for the Denver Group Member
Initiative Committee if you are interested in helping. A full description of the school may be
found in the Day Hiker School Proposal. Please see: https://goo.gl/1cW2GU

New Member Trip Leaders
Still Needed!
Robbie Monsma has posted New Member Trips
through Sept. 2018. If you can help with one of these
trips, please search Robbie’s New Member Trips in the
Trip Management area. Substitute yourself either for
Robbie as trip leader or for Durrie Monsma as coleader, or substitute for both. Once you do that, the trip is yours and you can change the
location, time, etc. however you’d like, although we find new member trips fill best on Fridays,
Saturdays, or Sundays. And those have long waiting lists, so consider a co-leader.

Free Camping for “Campground Coffee”
Presentations. Sounds Fun!
Connie Cooper, Interpretive Coordinator for American Land &
Leisure Campground Management Company, is looking for
CMC’ers interested in some brief outdoor presentations in
exchange for free camping.
Participants would assist the National Forest Service in continuing
education programs for campers within the Arapaho National Forest. The programs would
consist of simple 30-45 minute “Campground Coffee” sessions (9-9:30 am) at designated
campgrounds, mostly in the Brainard Lake area. Topics could include hiking safety, hydration,
pre-hike preparation, and how campers can play a part in preserving a healthy environment.
Each speaker (and their family) will be provided a free campsite should they choose to stay
overnight, Friday and Saturday (option of tent site or RV), OR mileage reimbursement for their
travel.
For more information contact Connie Cooper: mobile (405) 820-3368, call or text. Email:
c_cooper54@yahoo.com.

Keep Ticks Off
Warm weather brings out ticks that are waiting to hitch a ride on
your hair or clothing and migrate to unprotected skin, where they

can burrow in and transmit a variety of nasty ailments, including crippling Lyme disease. Go
here to see how ticks and other tiny pests are spreading in Colorado and how to protect
yourself and your pets: http://coloradoticks.org/

Leadership Skills Scenario
In the March newsletter, we posed a scenario where you’re leading a group of eight hikers up
Mt. Sniktau, planning for 1500’ of elevation gain over 6 miles. The forecast calls for wind and
rain beginning at 11 a.m. It’s now 9 am, the group is about 1 mile from the summit, and the
weather is clear.
At the meeting location, you provided maps and
discussed your planned route. You also talked
about lightning and weather safety protocols.
During your ascent, Chris, one of your hikers, says
he just heard a peal of thunder and wants the
group to turn around immediately. Chris previously
told the group that a close friend was struck by
lightning last summer.
What do you do?
Response by Ron Hileman, Trip Leader and Hike & Event Coordinator, CMC Photography Section:

1. I would look for clouds and if there were none, I would ask if anyone else heard thunder (the
clouds could be on the other side of the mountain and headed our way). If anyone else heard
thunder I would turn back immediately.
2. I would suggest that we proceed for half an hour listening for thunder and checking for
clouds. If everyone but Chris agreed with this, I would confer with him privately and see if he
would go on for at least the half hour. If he remained determined to turn back, I would tell the
rest of the group we needed to go down.
3. If everyone agrees to proceed, I would reiterate my instructions to listen for thunder and
look for clouds. I would hike next to Chris and turn back if I saw any signs of anxiety. After
hiking for half an hour, I would stop and evaluate the weather, take Chris aside, and see how he
feels. If he expresses any reluctance, I would return to the group and tell them I had decided to
go back. Privately, I would tell the group that it is important that everyone be comfortable with
proceeding.

4. Finally, I would close out the trip reporting the incident and would talk with DS&L leadership
on how to follow up with the rest of the group and Chris individually.
For lightning tips, see: https://www.cmc.org/Portals/0/lightning-risk-managementbrochure.pdf

